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Abstract

In the windowless concept for the Accelerator Driven Systems target the liquid flow in the
spallation region must be able to remove the volumetric thermal power due to the proton
interactions with nuclei.
In this paper the hydraulic phenomena of a basic symmetrical windowless target
configuration with two concentric cylinders have been studied. The tests were aimed to
measure the profile of the free surface of the flow and the liquid velocity field, by using
water as hydraulic equivalent to lead-bismuth eutectic fluid.
The test section consists of two concentric plexiglass pipes (inner cylinder diameter 200
mm, outer cylinder diameter 290 mm) where the water flows up in the annular region and
flows down in the central region. The most important experimental parameters are the
fluid level measured from the top edge of the inner cylinder and the imposed flow rate.
The experiments have been carried out at room temperature in the following range: flow
rate from 2.5 to 20 kg/s; fluid level at zero flow rate from -50 to 186 mm.

Introduction

Advanced and innovative nuclear reactors and power conversion systems based on
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS), as the proposed high power Energy Amplifier (EA),
need to design the spallation target from neutronic and thermal hydraulic point of view
[1]. Lead constitutes a good target of a neutron spallation source, since its neutron yield
is high and it is transparent to neutrons of energies below 1 MeV. Heavy metals like
lead, tungsten, mercury, tantalium are very good target materials for the proton beam
spallation, and the recently released results of the Russian technology concerning the
coolant lead-bismuth eutectic [2],[3] have increased the investigations on the spallation
targets and blanket systems with an excellent transmutation efficiency. The power
deposition in target systems is a function of incident proton energy, of the beam current
intensity and of the beam diameter. The volumetric thermal power density in the target is
high and it is comparable to the peak power density of the nuclear reactor fuel rods. The
structural point of view is very important for the solid target thermo - hydraulic design; in a
windowless liquid heavy metal target, that is impinged directly by proton beam, a major
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issue is the study of the temperature and velocity fields because boiling phenomena are
critical for a correct neutronic efficiency.
The efficiency of the spallation reaction must be good without the local boiling of liquid.
The spallation region velocity field must be able to remove the volumetric thermal power
due to the proton interactions with lead nuclei.
In this paper the hydraulic phenomena of a basic symmetrical windowless target
configuration with two concentric cylinder pipes (inner pipe diameters DM=200 mm, Di0

=210 mm; outer cylinder diameter De=290 mm), at flow rate W ranging up 20 kg/s have
been studied (fig. 1). The research main aim is the study of the profiles of the free
surface of the flow and of the velocity field versus the flow rate and the liquid level ho,
measured from the top edge of the inner cylinder at zero flow rate. In the present
experiment water has been used as hydraulic equivalent to lead-bismuth eutectic fluid.
Experimental results are presented for the liquid level with near zero vertical velocity
(quasi flat free surface), as well as for liquid level where a weir like controlled flow occurs,
and the free surface shape resembles a funnel. Free surface profiles, pressure drops,
preliminary axial and radial velocity profiles are presented. Some considerations about
the gas entrainment into the liquid bulk and phenomena of the separation from the inner
pipe wall are presented too.

Test Facility And Test Section

Fig. 2 shows the facility and the test section. The experimental apparatus is an open
loop with a centrifugal pump (P), a venturi flow rate measuring section (VM), a heat
exchanger (HE) to control the fluid temperature, an axiaLsymmetrical test section (TS)
and an air separator tank (A).
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Fig. 1 Symmetrical windowless target. Fig. 2 Test facility and test section.
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The test facility has been designed according to some preliminary test specifications of
Ansaldo Nucleare Company Demonstration Facility of the ADS reactor(the design is
underway and proprietary). The flow velocity field within the test section is as expected in
the EA windowless target preliminary design, because the geometry is the same and the
flow rate has been scaled taking into account the density ratio between lead-bismuth
eutectic and water: so the average fluid velocity, the volumetric flow rate and the Froude
number values are the same, whilst the Reynolds number values ratio is about 0.15 at
the highest flow rate.
The test section consists of two concentric plexiglass pipes (figs. 1 and 2) where the
water flows up in the external annular region and flows down in the central region. The top
edge of the inner pipe defines the overflow line of the target. The experimental facility
and the test section have been instrumented by a venturi flow meter (up to 25 kg/s),
electronic metric ruler (up to 300 mm), ultrasonic doppler velocimeter (up to 2.5 mis), a
thermocouple and some piezometers (up to 2000 mm) that are connected at the inlet P1
and outlet P2 of the annular flow region and at the outlet P3 of the inner pipe down flow
region (fig.2). The doppler velocimeter is connected to a traversing system allowing to
adjust the horizontal (x and y) and vertical (z) co-ordinates of the ultrasonic sensors. The
origin of the co-ordinate system was defined as follows: the centre of the inner pipe was
chosen as x=0 and y=0. The top edge of the inner pipe was defined as z=0, with positive
values of z in the upflow direction.

The most important experimental parameters are the fluid level hj measured from the
top edge of the inner pipe at zero flow rate and the imposed flow rate. The annular region
and the inner cylinder cross sections are the same. The experiments have been carried
out at room temperature (25 °C) in the following range: flow rate from 2.5 to 20 kg/s (with
the average velocity ranging from 0.07 to 0.64 m/s); inner pipe Reynolds number from
about 15000 to 127000; initial fluid level from -50 to 190 mm. At zero or low liquid levels
the free surface assumes a typical funnel shape and an air entrainment into the liquid
flow at the free surface can be seen; the air remains inside the test section only if the flow
rate is sufficiently low; at higher flow rate the air is entrained as far as the air separator.
Runs with high levels show a low air entrainment if the flow rate is less than about 17.5
kg/s; in this case the free surface is about flat with some surface waves and few vortices.
Level accuracy is ±2 mm; flow rate and flow velocity accuracy is ±1 % of the full scale.

Hydrodynamics In The Region Near The Top Edge Of The Inner Pipe

The investigation of the hydrodynamics of a windowless target by means the facility of
fig. 2 has been performed with a constant level ho and flow rate up 20 kg/s. If h0 is zero
or negative, a flow separation from the inner wall can be observed. For runs at flow rate
higher than about 8 kg/s (corresponding to the average velocity of about 0.25 m/s) the
entrained air reaches the separator tank A that is connected through a piezometric line
to the ambient. At flow rate higher than 17.5 kg/s the air entrainment increases strongly,
accumulating inside the separator tank A, that is no longer able to separate the air, and
a strong increase of free surface level into the test section TS occurs.
The free surface height changes with the radius r and h(r) is a function of the initial level
h0, of the volume and pressure of the separated flow region, if any, as well as of the void
fraction inside the test section and inside the air separator tank; h(r) depends on the flow
rate W too.
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At zero flow rate the difference between the piezometric head P2 and the reference
piezometric head P2 with ho=O is the initial liquid level; at increasing flow rate, the same
measured difference (h) gives the free surface average liquid level in the annular region
of the test section or across the whole test section, as it is shown in fig. 3 for five
different initial liquid levels.
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Fig. 3 Free surface level versus flow rate at Fig. 4 Friction pressure drop in the
different initial liquid level. annular region.

Fig. 3 shows that if ho is less or equal to zero the measured level depends on flow rate
and it does not depend on h0; from visual observations the flow separation from the inner
wall of the smaller cylinder is evident and the void fraction is relevant.
If ho is positive but lower than a characteristic level h0*, the free surface has still the funnel
shape but the flow separation tends to disappear. If h0 is higher than h0* the free surface
seems flat with the gravity waves and sometimes few vortices occur; in such a case the
air is not entrained except when vortices develope on the free surface and the measured
average free surface level is constant and equal to the initial level. If the measured h is
higher than hj it means that some air has been accumulated into the air separator: this
occurs at flow rate higher than about 15 kg/s.
The difference between the piezometric heads P1 and P2 gives the friction pressure
drop in the annular upflow region with reference to a length of about 1 m (fig. 4).
The dependence on the flow rate and the independence of the initial level are shown
clearly. The pressure tap distance is about 1 m and the hydraulic diameter of the annular
region is 80 mm.
The difference between the piezometric heads P1 and P3 gives the pressure drop in the
upflow and downflow regions (fig.5).
If ho is higher than about 50 mm, this pressure drop is independent of the initial liquid
level; if ho is less than 50 mm the pressure drop is affected by ho and this influence is
strong for negative initial levels, when a relevant flow separation from the inner pipe wall
occurs; there is a strong air entrainment that increases the void fraction within the upper
region of the inner pipe, at the flow rate lower than about 8 kg/s The difference between
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the piezometric heads P2-P3 gives the pressure drop in the down flow inner region (fig.
6). This difference shows the same trend of P1-P3.
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Fig. 6 shows the strong energy dissipation of the flow at low initial levels (less than 24
mm) where the air entrainment and flow separation phenomena are dominant. Fig. 7
shows the piezometric head difference P1-P2, P1-P3 and P2-P3 respectively, at the
liquid level ho* corresponding to the transition from the funnel to the flat shape of the free
surface; the air entrainment is low and the void fraction is negligible, except at the flow
rate higher than 15 kg/s. It is evident the parabolic dependence of the flow rate, that is
typical for the single phase flow.
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Fig. 7 Pressure drop versus flow rate (flat free surface).
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Fig. 8 shows the free surface fluid level at different flow rates at the initial liquid level
ho=O (run 1-weir), at ho=15 mm (run 2-weir); at flow rate higher than about 2 kg/s the free
surface resembles a funnel. It is also shown the free surface fluid level rj* for the
transition to the flat surface (run 1 and 2 flat), and the maximum value of h(r), measured
by a metric rule for the same conditions as the runs-weir (ho=O).
The best fit correlation of the flow rate W as a function of the free surface level in the
annular region shows a dependence of the flow rate on maximum h value with an
exponent of about 1.5. This result agrees with the dimensional analysis findings:

where p is the liquid density, R is the inner pipe radius, C is a dimensionless constant
(C = 0.561) and g is the gravity constant.
This is true when the free surface resembles a funnel and the flow separates from the
inner wall: the correlation between the annular region free surface level and the flow rate
is about the same as for rectangular weirs. At higher initial levels the free surface level
increases and tends to assume a horizontal quasi-flat shape. In such cases there is not a
correlation between the flow rate and the free surface level, that depends on the imposed
liquid volume, on the void volume due to the entrained gas, as well as on the flow
separation from the wall.
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Fig. 8 Free surface level at the transition to a flat free surface and at ho=O.

If the void fraction is negligible and there is no flow separation the free surface level h(r)
is correlated to h0 by:

where h0 > 0 and Re is the outer pipe radius.
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The experimental results give also the initial fluid level h0* versus the flow rate (fig. 8, flat,
run 1 and run 2) at the transition to the flat shape when h(r) = h0. The data best fit shows
an about 0.5 exponent power law between h0* and the flow rate.

Free Surface Profile

Fig. 9 shows a typical free surface profile on a vertical radial section obtained by
measuring the free surface level by means a metric rule: the free surface can be seen as
an envelope of streamlines.
The fig.9 profile is typical of low flow rates and low liquid initial levels (ho < lV). The
profiles of the free surface (triangles) and of the separation surface (cross) can be seen.
An absolute pressure slightly lower than the atmospheric pressure has been measured
into the volume delimited by the inner pipe wall, the separation surface and the about
horizontal surface at a negative level hi0.
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Fig. 9 Free surface profile at ho=O and low flow rate (2.39 kg/s).

The free surface level h along the radius at ho=O and at different flow rates is presented
in fig 10.
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Fig. 10 Free surface level across the test section (ho=O).
At higher flow rate the level reaches a maximum near the radius r=100 mm (inner pipe
radius). At the flow rate W=7.6 kg/s (average liquid velocity 0.24 m/s) the air begins to
be entrained as far as the A tank. It can be seen that at lower flow rate (lower than 7.6
kg/s) there are two characteristic radius with a change of the free surface curvature and
with a hydraulic jump at the minimum radius.
Fig. 11 shows the profile of the separation surface at different flow rates. The separation
region begins at the outer radius of the inner pipe (r=105 mm) and its elevation h
increases with the flow rate, reaching a maximum at a radius that decreases as the flow
rate increases. There is a region where the separation surface is above the inner
cylinder edge line while in the central region the separation surface is below it. It can be
seen also the dependence of the ho level elevation on the flow rate: it decreases up to
about 8 kg/s and increases at higher flow rate; at higher hj it increases until the
separation volume disappears (at ho of about 50 mm).
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Fig. 11 Separation surface profile at different flow rate (ho=O).

The liquid layer between the two surfaces contracts along the flow with an increasing
velocity that gives rise to the observed hydraulic jump.

Velocity Profile

The velocity measurement method is based on the pulsed echo ultrasound technique by
detecting the Doppler shift of the ultrasound wave reflected from moving particles, that
are suspended in the fluid [5,6,7].
A SonTek three-dimensional configuration Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter ADV [6] has
been used. The probe is an acoustic 10 MHz transmitter with three acoustic receivers
that are oriented looking down. The sampling water volume is approximately 0.3 cm3

located at 50 mm from the transmitter. The echo of the remote volume is received by the
three sensors at 120° on a diameter of 64 mm.
The nominal velocity range is ±2.50 m/s with the horizontal velocity range of ±3.60 m/s (x
and y directions), and the vertical velocity range of ±0.90 m/s.
The measured values are correct if the transmitter and the receivers are below the free
surface and with no air bubbles between them and inside the measuring volume;
therefore the velocity measurement has been carried out at high liquid level (for example
at ho=186 mm) and at not too high flow rate. The preliminary test data show that the time
averaged velocity components are very low at elevation higher than ho*; so the velocity
measurements at elevation below the inner cylinder edge (negative z) are presented.
The velocity field of the liquid that flows downward the inner cylinder can be considered
approximately axial-symmetrical (as a matter of fact it is 3-D owing to the little geometry
and flow at the test section inlet asymmetry). So from the three velocity components Vx,
Vy, Vz, measured by the velocimeter, the radial one Vr is derived by means the relation:
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Fig. 12 shows the preliminary results concerning the axial velocity profile Vz across the
test section (between - 60 and + 60 mm) at different flow rate and initial level ho=186
mm, and at quite deep location under the free surface level (the probe is at z=-100 mm,
the measuring volume is at about z=-150 mm).
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Fig. 12 Axial velocity profiles at different radial position and at different flow rate (ho= 186
mm, z=-150mm).

The velocity has been measured two times in each point (except at the highest radius)
moving the probe radially towards the wall and towards the centre with a rather good
repeatibility especially in the centre region, where there is the maximum. At this elevation
the velocity values are higher than the average one corresponding to the measured flow
rate W; on the other hand the numerical integration of the velocity from 0 to 60 mm radius
gives a flow rate lower than W; so the test data seem consistent.
Fig. 13 presents the Vz and Vr velocity values at different elevation and at r=0. The
channel centre velocity decreases along the flow and tends to reach an asymptotic
constant value. The horizontal component values are low but increase significantly near
z=0 showing the effect of the slight asymmetry, that is enhanced in a region where the
radial component is relevant away from the centre.
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Fig. 13 Axial and radial velocity profiles at different elevation (W=5.32 kg/s, ho=187 mm,
r=0).

Conclusion

The hydrodynamics of a basic symmetrical windowless target configuration with two
concentric cylinders have been studied. The tests were aimed to measure the profile of
the free surface of the flow and the liquid velocity field, by using water as hydraulic
equivalent to lead-bismuth eutectic fluid: the geometry, the average velocity and the
Froude number are the same.
The experiments have been carried out at room temperature with a constant initial level
h0 and flow rates up 20 kg/s. Two main scenarios have been found:
- If the initial level hb is negative or positive but sufficiently low, the shape of the free

surface resembles a funnel and some air is entrained downflow and a flow
separation from the inner wall occurs; at flow rate higher than about 8 kg/s the
entrained air reaches the separator tank A and at flow rate higher than 17.5 kg/s the
air entrainment increases strongly, and a strong increase of free surface level into the
test section TS occurs; the free surface h(r) has been detected: the measured level
depends on flow rate and on the volume and pressure of the separated flow region
as well as on the void fraction inside the test section and inside the air separator
tank, but it does not depend on h> The best fit correlation of the flow rate as a
function of the free surface level in the annular region shows a dependence of the flow
rate on h with an exponent of about 1.5. The correlation between the annular region
free surface level and the flow rate is about the same as for rectangular weirs. The
velocity measurement by means the ADV technique cannot be utilised owing to the
air bubble flow.

- At higher initial level (if ho is higher than the transition level ho*) the free surface level
tends to assume a horizontal about flat shape, with the occurrence of gravity waves
and sometimes few vortices; in such cases the air is not entrained, except at flow
rate higher than about 15 kg/s when vortices develope on the free surface; the
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measured average free surface level is constant and equal to the initial level. If the
measured h is higher than ho it means that some air has been accumulated into the
air separator. The data best fit shows an about 0.5 exponent power law between h0*
and the flow rate. Preliminary velocity measurement has been carried out by the ADV
technique for high hj values at different flow rate (but lower than 15 kg/s) and at
different elevation below the inner cylinder edge: the measured axial velocity at
sufficiently low elevation is maximum in the centre and decreases toward the wall;
axial velocity measurements at lower elevation show a radial profile with more than
one maximum; the channel centre velocity decreseas along the flow and tends to
reach an asymptotic constant value. The radial velocity values are low but increase
significantly near the inner pipe edge showing the effect of the slight asymmetry, that
is enhanced in a region where the radial component is relevant away from the centre.

Future investigations are needed to improve the velocity measurement technique and
shed further light on the complex hydrodynamics near the free surface region.
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